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The most comprehensive book yet upon this unique art form. From its beginnings as a pagan
ornament to today's popular body art, this book takes an intriguing consider the world of tatoos.
Whether flaunted or concealed, sought as artwork or curiosity, the tatoo offers left its mark on
generations. 150 photos.
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Intriguing appear at those that get and give tattoos I found this book to be very interesting for
anybody fascinated by the stunning artwork of tattoo or for those just curious about them This
book can transformation how you perceive tattoos. I envy those in the book with their
fearlessness in the world of tattoos. This book told me nothing about them . Why wasn't it ever
taught in my art history classes? "Total Tattoo Reserve" totally incomplete I must begin by saying
that We am considerably disappointed with this book. the black and white photos are small and
pretty worthless and the colour shots could be better. Covers details on almost all factors of
tattooing. In the end any tattoo talk is interesting, although in my opinion the author must have
stuck to one genre- either a personal recount of the performers she knows and her knowledge-
or a profesional factual novel in 3rd person. Made me realize just what a true art form this
is.with that said. It's very educational and opened my eyes about tattoos. We was exteremely
disappointed. This reserve told me nothing on the subject of 'how to tattoo'. I really do not
blame the writer, no rather i blame amazon seek out bringing this publication up as a result to
my search Guide book to the World of Tattoing--Color Photos, History This is a great guide to
Tattoo culture, history, styles, effects upon society, et al. this book is very very fundamental. Of
training course, this listing is certainly outdated, but should give anyone with Internet access all
they have to get started. It doesn't deserve its name of TOTAL tattoo reserve because its
definately not complete. Now, nevertheless, Tattoo Charlie's has pass on all-over Louisville,
Southern Indiana, etc. the vocabulary used is very much targeted at an american audience.
Tattoo Review This book is incredibly informative, eye-opening & Although this reserve is out-of
day, it contains a concise background of the Tattoo, the individuals who get tattooed, various
ways of tattoing, many black and white photos, and a middle section of Full-Color photos.It was a
light go through that was enough to pass enough time. At the time this publication was written,
almost every other Holllywood celebrity did not possess a Tat, so that it was interesting, circa the
creation of the publication. Consider this a "Pre Dennis Rodman -era" Tattoo book. I have never
given any thought about getting a tattoo, until recently." not too sure. i understand my stuff. very
dissapointing Amy Krakow has one little ankle tattoo, attends a few tattoo festivals and phone
calls her self an expert. if you're new to the tattooing community this book will definitely give you
useful information, in any other case it just wont do much for you. too many generalizations,
personally i think. At that time this reserve was written, Tattoing was illegal in IN.These tattooists
are true artists with a lot of courage. Regrettably people do. I trust "not to sure" post. There can
be definately too much chatter and not enough information. The set of tattoo studios in the back
of the publication is not a good resource, as the info there is highly more likely to change, such
as addresses and phone numbers. Ok for beginers or newbies This book will be ok in the event
that you know nothing about the tattoo world and so are interested in it." as the back of the
book claims, and most of the pictures are available in a variety of other books on the subject.
The book was inexpensive, and could provide some insight into tattooing in New York, but it
lacks chemical and isnt worth a lot more than a quick read. not what i expected im a big fan of
body art. i read and study alot about it. for newbies only?Big deal! The writer goes off the track
with personal tales on many events and forgets what she is supposed to be talking about, so the
subtitles in each chapter are loosely connected with the text. i would only recommend this book
to individuals who know almost nothing about tattooing. but in no way am i out composing a
book on tattoos..this book had not been the "total tattoo book" i expected. it mainly explained
stuff i currently knew, had bad images, and talked way to much about her personal experiences.
i was bored and actually skipped sentences sometimes just to surface finish it. but i did so finish
it out of respect for the author and give her two stars.1 star on her behalf efforts1 star because



its about tattoos Not TOTAL tattoo book Well it was a light browse and i learnt a little. For
example, "Tattoo Charlie's" is definitely a well-known Louisville, KY based store that only
experienced a few branches, when this reserve was created. i hung out at the tattoo shop every
day and was around 5-10 artists at a time each day.The book was somewhat intertesting but she
must set off "I'm cool because I have one tattoo", ego trip and realize a large number of us have
at least one tattoo and do not write a book on what individual we are. I actually was exteremely
disappointed. This book is loaded with pics and includes photos of famous tattooed individuals.
A must go through for anyone! The Total Tattoo book even addresses the implications of
"Cosmetic Tattooing. I acquired the bug whenever a freind reveiled her tattoo if you ask me. It
was very nice and I didn't think differently of her. The author spends lots of time boasting about
being a "tattooed Jew", tooting her personal horn for organizing a tattoo convention in New York,
and discussing how "tattooed folks are ok! My study started with this book.. The history of
tattooing is well researched and comprehensive. If you are taking into consideration a tattoo,
you need to read this 1st. better books are available A Must Read 4 Tat2 Lovers This book was
hard to put down, despite the fact that I had homework to do. The back contains many artists
area throughout the world. It took me about two months of interveiws and a go to to a tattoo
convention before I acquired inked. Well done, Amy. There are a lot of black and white photos,
not "many in color! Just scratches the surface of everything about tattooing. Fast easy browse but
don't buy it for images." and "bikers are just like everybody else". Now, we have numerous shops
available, which can be found by a internet search, or asking-around. interesting for somebody
thinking about getting a tattoo. I was happy with my purchase of this title and also have such a
far more indepth & better understanding of what is associated with tattooing. Great purchase! i
also have four tattoos of my very own and strategy on getting more. Also included is certainly all
of the Tattoo shops all-over the world. This publication has me currently regretting that my lone
little tattoo isn't bigger and that I only have one. It'll get you started in the right path. It has a
wide variety of categories explained in plain english for newbies w/ pics. The guts has a
wonderful layout of color and b/w photos. In addition, it includes a partial directory of tattoo
artists in each state (where legal or not). i would have rather named this reserve "tattooing for
dummies".I'd have significantly more respect if she proceeded to go beneath the needle a couple
more times but she's one petty ankle tattoo. i also dated a tattoo artist for a short period of
time.Nevertheless, i wouldn't totally discourage the purchasing of the book as I was entertained
by it.
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